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" Of this we are certain -the De Hrisav Analytical Meuiod is by
far the most natural way of learning Latin, as a careful examina-
tion of even the first part of Mr. De Brisay's system will show."—
I'UlKfittionnl Record of Queher.

" What is most commendable in xMr. Ue Brisay's Method is his
treatment of the suspended character of Latin sentence-structure.
Here undoubtedly is the key to the situation for such a teacher."
— b}(hicati(>ntil Jouriuil (Toronto).

" We commend the method especially to those who have but little
time to devote to the study of Latin."— /W>v>/7 School Jiccord.

" We are convinced of its excellence, and are not surprised that
practical results have been obtained by its usq"— Christian Umu-
ilian (Toronto).

"The system is eminently practical."— /,owf/«// free Presn.

" Worthy of the closest study, not only of students of the classics,
but of students and teachers of modern languages as well."— 77<^
Open Court (Chicago).
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" Persons intersted in Latin should investigate the method."—
Saturddi/ Nhjht (Toronto).

" The aim of the work is scientific and will be popular as it is so
mgeniously concise and comprehensible. Mr. De Brisay has been
particularly well fitted for the work by his experience as a teacher,
as well as by his extensive acquaintance with the different lan-
guages and the primitive derivations of each, and his Analytical
Method is made easy to those who wish to master Latin."—i?»>/>-

0(iyi/eon Independent.

" The exercises and instructions given to pupils are certainly
radically different from those in the ordinary Latin grammar, and
they seem to strike boldly into the marrow of the subject. From
what we can gather from a perusal of the pamphlet, and of the
specimen of the method before us, we can conscientiously endorse
the method."— rictona Daily Times.
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^^Part L of Method (Latin or French) mailed to any address on
receipt of 25 cents.
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